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Technical info
» Listen-only mode
» Use chat function for questions/comments
» All Questions will be answered:
o As much as possible in Q&A part (recorded)
o Remaining questions will be answered in writing
» Slides, recording and Q&A will be made available at
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/smgp/ef_trainings.htm
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Acronyms
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B2B

Business-to-Business

B2C

Business-to-Consumer

CFF

Circular Footprint Formula

DQR

Data Quality Rating

EF

Environmental Footprint

EoL

End of Life (of a product)

EPD

Environmental Product Declaration

ILCD

International Reference Life Cycle Data System

LCA

Life Cycle Assessment

LCIA

Life Cycle Impact Assessment

OEF

Organisation Environmental Footprint

OEFSR

Organisation Environmental Footprint Sector Rules

PEF

Product Environmental Footprint

PEFCR

Product Environmental Footprint Category Rules

RO

Representative Organisation

RP

Representative Product

Environmental Footprint Initiative: Why?
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The EU policy dimension
 Council Conclusions – 10/2019
Welcomes all initiatives to support the communication of environmental impacts based on the
Environmental Footprint pilot and in time eventually the establishment of a mandatory scheme for
environmental claims

 European Green Deal – 12/2019
Reliable, comparable and verifiable information also plays an important part in enabling buyers to
make more sustainable decisions and reduces the risk of ‘green washing’

 Circular Economy Action Plan – 3/2020
The Commission will propose that companies substantiate their environmental claims using
Product and Organisation Environmental Footprint methods

 Commission Recommendation – 12/2021
Updated recommendation to the EU Member States and updated EF Methods

 Taxonomy Regulation (on the definition and carbon footprint thresholds for sustainable
companies) and Green Consumption Pledge
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Ongoing EU policy developments, considering EF methods to be applied: Green

Claims
Initiative, Sustainable Products Initiative, Batteries Regulation

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of products
Impacts on
resource
availability:

Extraction/use
of physical
resources:

Energy availability Energy extraction
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Pressures via
Impacts on human
emissions to air, health and
water, soil:
environment:

CO2, Methane, ...

Climate change

Material availability

Material extraction

Phosphate, NOx,
...

Eutrophication

Land productivity

Land use / conversion

Cadmium, POPs,
...

Toxic Pressure

…

…

…

…

Environmental Footprint (EF): How?
» Any product (or organisation) on EU
market
» Life cycle based, comprehensive
environmental impact coverage
» Pilot Phase (2013-2018):
o 21 PEFCR/OEFSRs developed, EF
method advanced and field tested,
communication vehicles, ...
o 280 organisations involved (industry
associations, mostly large OEM’s)
o ~3.000 stakeholders involved
» Transition Phase (on-going)
16 impact categories
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Impacts of the same
category are summed up
along the life cycle

Impacts categories are
combined

o Further EF testing, develop further
PEFCRs, EF method improvement,
EU policy development

Features of the EF Initiative

» A single set of rules valid for the European market (PEF): reliable,
reproducible, effective for decision support
» Covering the entire life cycle and all relevant environmental impacts

» Materiality Approach (focus where it counts)
» Development of industry-endorsed, more specific rules per product
category (PEFCR)
» Integration of existing knowledge (LCA, GHG accounting, EMS) with
new requirements
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Many environmental impacts covered
Impact category
Climate change
Ozone Depletion
Human Toxicity, cancer
Human Toxicity, non-cancer
Particulate matter
Ionising Radiation, human health
Photochemical ozone formation, human health
Acidification
Eutrophication, terrestrial
Eutrophication, freshwater
Eutrophication, marine
Ecotoxicity, freshwater
Land Use
Water use
Resource, minerals and metals
Resource use, fossil
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What is a PEFCR

Product Environmental Footprint Category Rules (PEFCR):
» Industry-endorsed, more narrow rules per product category
(PEFCR), enabling reliable comparisons
» Rules relate to activities under operational control of the producers
(e.g., yield, heat and electricity use, fertilizer use, packaging)
» Upstream and downstream activities (e.g., fertilizer production,
product use and composting) use available secondary background
data sets, but supplier-specific data can be used
» Definition of a representative product and benchmark
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Pilot phase: 21 PEFCRs/OEFSRs
Finalised PEFCRs in April 2018

Finalised PEFCRs in November 2018

Rechargeable batteries

Hot & cold water pipe systems

Decorative paints

Liquid household detergents

IT equipment (HDD systems)

Uninterruptable power supply

Leather

Photovoltaic electricity generation

Thermal insulation (housing)

Intermediate paper product

Beer

Metal sheets

Dairy products

T-shirt

Feed for food prod. animals
Pet food
Pasta

Finalised OEFSRs

Wine

Retail

Packed water
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Copper production
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/smgp/PEFCR_OEFSR_en.htm

PEFCRs currently being developed
(Transition phase)

alberthaasnoot@royalfloraholland.com
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Transition phase actors (PEF/OEF Methods
and further PEFCR development)

Technical and admin support

Form
representatons /join

Reviewers
Join

Independent checks

Technical support
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EC convenes, TAB advises (directly and via
the Data and Agricultural Working Groups)

Background to FloriPEFCR,
Technical Secretariat
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Technical Secretariat
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Reasons for developing a PEFCR
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Reasons for developing a PEFCR (2)
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Goals & Intended Applications

To provide product category specific, life cycle-based rules
that complement general methodological guidance for PEF
studies by providing further specification at the level of a
specific product category:
Cut flowers and Potted plants
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Status, progress
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How are we developing FloriPEFCR
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The FloriPEFCR and the two
Representative Products
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Specifications of product(s) – Cut Flowers RP
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•

Roses have a good representation in various length categories: Ecuador (>70 cm),
Netherlands (50-70 cm) to large (>70 cm). Kenya and Ethiopia small (30-50 cm)

•

Cover 89.5% of the European turnover of roses

•

Cultivated differently in the four countries of origin (e.g., substrate, type of
greenhouse, energy used and climate control)

•

Chrysanthemums mainly 50-70 cm. Chrysanthemums from Colombia and the
Netherlands cover 91% of the European turnover

•

Some differences in cultivation of the starting material

•

Several differences in cultivation of the flower itself

•

Tulips from the Netherlands sufficiently represent cut flowers from bulbs

•

Tulips cover the category of 30-50 cm length (46% of all purchased cut flowers in
Europe in this length category)

•

Major flower from bulbs, of which the majority comes from the Netherlands

RP for cut flowers
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Specifications of product(s) – Potted plants RP
Examples:

Flowering
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Green

Outdoor

RP for potted plants

Flowering
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Green

Outdoor

Functional Unit for fair comparisons

A Product Without A Function Is Useless

Function
What?
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Duration

Level of quality

How long?

How well?

Unit & magnitude
How much?

Copyright (c) (2020) European Commission – All rights reserved

From Functional Unit to Reference flow

» Function: Protection and decoration

» Functional Unit: protect and decorate 1 m2 of substrate for 50 years at a
specified quality level (minimum 98% opacity).
» Reference flow: needed mass in kg of paint
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Functional unit and reference flow

• The reference flow of cut flowers (FU) is one stem
• The reference flow of potted plants (FU) is one pot (inner pot only)
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System boundary

Orange text – company
specific data (what, how
much)

(excl. materials for construction of CHP)

White text – data can come
from background database,
i.e. common values used for
all
Black text – excluded from
study
(excl. flower food)
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Additional technical information
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Additional environmental information

Biodiversity is considered as relevant for this PEFCR. However,
impacts of horticultural systems (and their supply chain) on
biodiversity are only partly covered by LCA impact categories.
This is a topic of the Agricultural Working Group discussions; this
PEFCR should be updated once these discussions have led to an
operational method.

Note: The EF impact categories cover a large share of biodiversity impacts
already: Climate change, eutrophication aquatic freshwater, eutrophication
aquatic marine, eutrophication terrestrial, acidification, water use, land use,
ecotoxicity freshwater, ozone depletion, photochemical ozone formation
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Limitations & current work on improvements
Many limitations are currently part of the mandate of the Agricultural Working Group of the
EF transition phase. The following ones need further improvement:
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•

Modelling of emissions of crop protection products

•

Modelling of nitrogen and phosphorus emissions due to the application of fertilisers

•

More granularity in the regionalisation of water flows for water scarcity assessment

•

Regional characterisation factors for N emissions in eutrophication are only available for EU
countries

•

Quantify biodiversity impacts beyond impacts covered by the current list of impact categories

•

Biological pest control cannot be captured because secondary data on this are not available

•

The impact of crop protection active ingredients depends on the farm system, climate conditions,
the distance to surface area, the spraying technology etc.

Hotspot analysis
Most relevant EF impact categories - Cut flowers:
•

Climate change (36%)

•

Resource use, fossil (23%)

•

Ecotoxicity, freshwater (7%)

•

Acidification (6%)

•

Photochemical ozone formation (5%)

•

Particulate Matter (5%)

Most relevant EF impact categories - Potted plants:
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•

Climate change (43%)

•

Resource use, fossil (35%)

•

Particulate matter (3%)

Hotspot analysis (2)

Most relevant life cycle stages - Cut flowers:
•

Distribution (49%)

•

Cultivation (33%)

Most relevant life cycle stages - Potted plants:
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•

Cultivation (62%)

•

Raw material acquisition, pre-processing and starting material (20%)

Key points for PEF studies in the
sector
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Overview / draft structure

•

Types of processes
o Expected to be run by company / not run by company (for the latter in
two variants: with access to data / no access to data)
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•

Data types, data collection

•

Section on primary data collection

•

Data collection in the various life cycle stages
•

From transport to N&P emissions

•

Most of the time including examples

From activity data to a process data set
Activity data 1)

Process (LCA/EF) data set
Contains all information determining environmental
relevance, per unit of product/service output, e.g. one
specific Rose stem (data below purely fictitious)
Examples:

liter of diesel
kg of DAP fertiliser
tkm of (specific) truck transport
...

Diesel
Source: GHG Protocol Scope 3 Standard

DAP fert.
Truck
trans.

1) Important is to qualify the activity data (what specific material?), quantify it (in a way it can be scaled to amount of product output), and

document data sources, assumptions, and representativeness (for data quality assessment and verification purposes).
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Company - specific data sets

Often also called primary data or producer data, facility-specific data
» Directly measured, calculated (sometimes estimated) at a specific machine/process,
facility or set of facilities
» Data shall include all known inputs and outputs for the processes
» All inputs and outputs need to be scaled to the reference flow (typically: the main
product) of the respective process, resulting in company-specific EF-compliant data
sets
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Data collection – Raw materials (1)
“Mandatory company-specific data”
•

Starting material (seeds, seedlings, young plants)
• Type, amount and origin of starting materials (seed, seedlings, plant
cuttings) and/or young plant input
• Input losses for the required functional unit

•

Growing media
• Amount, type and origin of growing media use shall be collected.
• Single substrate or mix If mix, proportion of individual constituents in 1 m3
of substrate mix
• Peat C-content of the growing media

•

Materials use
• Substrate containments, soil coverings, materials for guiding plants and
lifting plants
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Note: Some requirements apply to potted plants only

Data collection – Raw materials (2)
“Mandatory company-specific data”
•

Plant protection products
• Amount of active ingredient, type and origin for the cultivation of 1 stem or 1 pot
plant

•

Fertilizers (synthetic, mineral, organic)
• N, P, K input per pot plant or cut flower
• Distinguish between organic and synthetic input
• Masses, type (e.g. DAP, urea, …) and origin (country, if known)

•

Packaging
• Primary packaging material use such as pots and trays
• Type of material, origin and weight
• Secondary packaging materials like pallets or paper do not need to be collected

•

Capital goods
• Greenhouse construction and installation
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Note: Some requirements apply to potted plants only

Data collection – Cultivation (1)
“Mandatory company-specific data”
•

Always document origin of materials
• Modelling of transportation
• Modelling electricity mixes

•

CO2 enrichment
• Use and source of CO2
• Indicate whether is produced on site or off site
• Activities related to flue gas cleaning and transport

•
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Product losses and related co-products

Data collection – Cultivation (2)
“Mandatory company-specific data”
•

Electricity
• Ideally, have more than one meter
• Requires at least three year data (seasonal changes)
• State origin if from special provider or contract
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•

Natural gas, heating oil, fuels (also from CHP, if existing)

•

Purchased heat/steam

•

Water consumption

•

Waste water discharge (net amount)

Data collection – Emissions from field/greenhouse
“Mandatory company-specific data” –
Some can be measured (in greenhouses), others are modelled/ calculated
Emissions to air
• Nitrous oxide (N2O) from N fertilizer and from peat in substrates
• Ammonia (NH3) from N fertilizer
• Carbon dioxide (CO2, fossil) from urea/urea-compounds, lime, and from
peat in substrates
• Active ingredients from plant protection agents

Emissions to water
• Nitrate emissions to water from N fertiliser and substrate
• Phosphate emissions (run-off, particle bound erosion)
• Active ingredients from plant protection agents

Emissions to soil
• Phosphate (if amounts as emission to water cannot be modelled)
• Active ingredients from plant protection agents
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Data Collection Support
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Primary Data Sources

Typical specific sources of company-specific data are:
• Procurement and sale department(s)/ unit(s)
• Bills and stock/ inventory changes of consumables
• Process- or plant-level consumption data
• Amounts and composition&characteristics of products and waste
• Emission measurements (amounts and concentrations of emissions in flue gas and
wastewater) or modelled from fertiliser and yield data
• Monitoring tools and certification schemes like the MPS Group
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Secondary data sets

Also called “background data”, representing the life cycle wide aggregated
environmental profile of consumables, product components, waste treatment, ...
 Are generally provided by the EC free of charge
 Average data from industry association data collection at members, often including
trade and government statistics, etc.: Developed by industry associations, sometimes
by national governmental bodies.
 Generic data from technical literature, patents, industry association reports, scientific
papers and studies, government statistics, etc.: Mostly developed by consultants and
research groups.
 All data sources shall be clearly documented and reported in the EF report.
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Where to find EF-compliant data sets
» The official, mandatorily to be used EF secondary data sets are available via the registered nodes
of the data developers; they are often made accessible directly in main LCA software:
Provider/
owner

EF 2.0 Database name *

Link to Node

Quantis

https://lcdn.quantis-software.com/PEF/

Agrifood and “Other” Processes

CEPE

http://lcdn-cepe.org

Chemicals for Paint

Sphera
(thinkstep)

http://lcdn.thinkstep.com/Node/

Energy, Transport, End-of-Life, Incineration, Packaging**, Metals and
minerals, Plastics (non-packaging), Electrical and Electronics, extra proxy data

FEFAC

http://lcdn.blonkconsultants.nl/Node/

Feed

ecoinvent

http://ecoinvent.lca-data.com/

Chemicals

FEVE

http://soda.rdc.yp5.be/

Container glass

JRC

https://eplca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/EF-node/

Representative products and organisations incl. background data and data
developed outside the specific EF data calls

* EF 2.0 data, partly 3.0; other EF 3.0 data under development/update; check EF website at JRC for availability and when EF 3.0 is fully operational
** Data sets in databases in bold font: commonly to be used across all EF-compliant data
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Verification

Verifier must be independent and external (3rd party verifier)
•

No members of TS or involved consultants

Requirements for verifier
•

Verification practice

•

LCA practice

•

Sector knowledge

Verification
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•

Document review

•

Model review

•

Verification report and statement

•

Validity

PEF study report
» Summary
» Main report
o General information
o Goal of the study
o Scope of the study
o Life cycle inventory analysis
o Life cycle impact assessment results
o Hotspot results and Interpretation
o Additional (environmental and/or technical) information

» Validation statement
» Annexes
» Possibly: Confidential report
(for verification/validation only)
» EF-compliant aggregated data set in ILCD format
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Implementing a PEF study - Considerations

Duration:
•

~ 4 - 6 months including data collection and verification

Resources:
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•

~ 2 - 5 days FTE technical staff for data collection in-house

•

Some in-house coordination – effort depends

•

EF expert (in house or contractor), incl. software and data

•

External verification

•

Management involvement in 2 - 3 meetings for briefing, buy-in and decisions

•

Substantial efficiency gains if doing PEF studies on several products
concurrently

Link Collection
»

Further reading about the EF transition phase

»

Training calendar (also to download slides and recordings of all webinars and trainings)

»

PEF method

»

OEF method

»

EF Wiki

»

Existing PEFCRs/OEFSRs, e-learning tools, and technical reports

»

Rules for EF compliant data sets

»

Email address technical helpdesk: EF_Helpdesk@sphera.com

»

Email address EF Team at DG ENV: env-environmental-footprint@ec.europa.eu
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What about fruits &
vegetables?

Daan van Empel | Food Safety & Quality | Fresh Produce Centre
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Mind-set for approach in the fruits & vegetable sector
from data to sustainability information
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Elements for a successful environmental footprint

We see 2 important routes at this point for our sector:
Route 1. EU methodology for Environmental Footprint, within EU Green Deal
Route 2. Standardisation in manifestation in the market through certification and labels
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Roadmap to an European standard
Environmental footprinting in it’s context

‘…. companies substantiate their
environmental claims using Product and
Organisation Environmental Footprint
methods.’

Developments in different certification
scheme’s…

Legislation

EF Pilot Phase (2013-2018)

Market demands

EF Transition Phase (2019-2022)

EF Implementatie

FloriPEFCR (2019-2022)

Method

Implementation
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HFCR V1.0

PPS HortiFootprint (2018 – 2022)

Productcases

HortiPEFCR

HFCR V2.0

International coalition (2021 - )

Freshfel coalition
Till 2021: Different discussions and sessions in Freshfel member groups
Start 2021: Freshfel Working Group on Environmental Footprint
 Freshfel Environmental Footprint Methodology Roadmap
End 2021/start 2022: call of interest to join coalition of members
“The common aim of the initiative to establish a standardized, objective and industry- and/or EUrecognized environmental footprint methodology, database and tool, which are all broadly accepted by
the fresh produce sector as well as customers and other stakeholders.”
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Q&A, Discussion

 Part one – FloriPEFCR
 Part two – Fruits and vegetables
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Questions & Answers

The contents of this webinar have been produced under service contract 07.0203/2017/SI2.762537/SER/ENV.B.1 with the European Commission. The slides’
content has been approved by the Commission, while opinions expressed during the webinar are those of the contractors only and do not represent the EU’s official
position.

